INTRODUCTION {#s0}
============

Various human diseases are associated with dysbiosis in microbial communities, including autoimmune diseases, inflammatory bowel diseases, and obesity ([@B1]). Associations between the microbiome and human health and disease raise the possibility of using microbial community compositions as biomarkers for disease diagnosis ([@B2]). In principle, standard classification approaches can be used for this purpose, including regression-based methods, support vector machines, random forests, and so on. However, one major limitation of these methods is that they cannot incorporate the prior probability of the disease in the diagnosis (e.g., prevalence of the disease in the general population). Ignoring the prior probability of the disease may often lead to an incorrect medical diagnosis ([@B3]). Therefore, Bayes classifiers are particularly relevant for medical diagnosis, since they can incorporate prior disease information for classification and prediction.

The first Bayes classifier for microbiome classification was a multinomial naive Bayes classifier reported by Knights et al. ([@B4]). However, the authors of that study did not release any software for public use. Instead, they noted that it is important to develop further novel approaches that leverage natural structures inherent in the microbial community data. This is critical because error rates for Bayes classifiers are considered to be irreducible only if the underlying likelihood models are accurate for the data ([@B5]). The multinomial model alone, however, is insufficient to account for the overdispersion in multicategorical count data, whereas the Dirichlet-multinomial (DM) distribution can and is widely used in modeling data sets with extra variation. It has been shown that the DM distribution can effectively model the abundance of taxa in microbiome sequence data ([@B6][@B7][@B10]).

In the seminal work published by Holmes et al. ([@B11]), the authors developed a Dirichlet-multinomial mixture (DMM) model, in which the parameters for multiple DM distributions are estimated from input data. The implementation of the DMM model resulted in an R package *DirichletMultinomial* ([@B12]), which allows users to apply DMM as a Bayes classifier for microbiome classification. The authors of the DMM method evaluated the accuracy of DMM by using human gut microbiome data to discriminate obese subjects from lean subjects. Their results showed that the performance of the DMM model was comparable to the performance of a random forest method ([@B11]). It is important to note that DMM uses all of the microbial taxa in the training data sets to build models to discriminate different classes of microbiome samples. Since the number of microbial taxa in the microbiome samples may be very large, particularly at the species level, there can be many parameters to be estimated for DMM as well. This would subsequently require a large amount of training data sets for reliable parameter estimation, which is an unrealistic requirement since human microbiome research is often limited by relatively small sample size. In addition, DMM does not explicitly identify which specific taxa are important for classification. If a subset of taxa that are directly relevant for classification can be identified, such information may be very useful to provide insights for researchers to understand the biological differences between healthy and diseased microbiomes.

In this study, we show that DM distributions combined with automatic feature selection can achieve higher classification accuracy than the DMM method when tested with real-world microbiome data sets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#s1}
======================

As mentioned above, our goal is to develop an improved Bayes classifier, as only a Bayesian classifier allows the incorporation of prior knowledge of disease prevalence into final disease diagnosis. The only existing Bayes classifier specific for microbiome data sets is the DMM program. Therefore, we focused our comparison on DMBC and DMM instead of evaluating every existing machine-learning method. Nonetheless, we have also included a random forest comparison in our study, as random forests have shown better classification accuracies for microbiome data than other popular classification methods, such as support vector machines, elastic nets, and multinomial naive Bayes ([@B9]). In our study, we used the *randomForest* package in R ([@B13]).

We have used two real-world microbiome data sets for evaluating the classification accuracy of DMBC against other classifiers: the irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) data set and the nonalcoholic fatty liver diseases (NAFLD) data set (see Materials and Methods). [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} show the corresponding area under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve (AUC) values for the test data sets by DMBC, DMM, and random forest. At the genus level, the classification accuracies of DMBC (i.e., 0.809 for IBS and 0.684 for NAFLD) are higher or comparable to those of DMM (i.e., 0.718 for IBS and 0.686 for NAFLD) and random forest (i.e., 0.741 for IBS and 0.621 for NAFLD). It is important to note that genus-level classification may be very broad; each genus may consist of many species that are not relevant for the particular disease of interest. Therefore, it is important to allow the classifier to also work on species-level data, which may provide higher classification accuracy. However, the number of species-level operational taxonomic units (OTUs), typically based on 3% genetic distance among sequence reads, can be very large from real-world microbiome samples. For example, at the genus level, there are 157 and 120 genera for the IBS and NAFLD data sets, respectively; at the OTU level, there are 6,011 and 4,087 OTUs for the IBS and NAFLD data sets, respectively. The large number of OTUs may be due to the imperfect computational algorithm for denoising and clustering 16S sequence reads, but it is a reality that any microbiome classifier must face. The DMM algorithm considers all the taxa in the data set altogether in its statistical models. This strategy may work for the genus-level taxa, as there are relatively few genus-level taxa, but it may not always work well for a large number of species-level taxa, which poses a challenge for the DMM algorithm to rapidly and accurately estimate the parameters for its statistical models. This challenge is serious when we consider that real-world microbiome sample sizes of the training data sets are typically not very large, i.e., a few hundred at most for the foreseeable future, which is likely insufficient to estimate reliably parameters for a large number of OTUs. Therefore, the advantage of our DMBC's built-in feature selection step is that DMBC automatically selects a subset of the taxa, which often significantly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated. At the OTU level, the classification accuracies of DMBC (i.e., 0.780 for IBS and 0.709 for NAFLD) are higher or comparable to those of DMM (i.e., 0.718 for IBS and 0.686 for NAFLD) and random forest (i.e., 0.643 for IBS and 0.680 for NAFLD). It is also interesting to note that the classification accuracies of DMM tend to deteriorate at the OTU level when comparing to those at the genus level, while the accuracies of DMBC may be stable or even higher at the OTU level compared to the genus level ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). It is also worth mentioning that the AUC values based on selected taxon features are higher than those based on all the taxa at either the genus or OTU level for both the IBS and NAFLD data sets (data not shown).

###### 

Comparison of the classification accuracies between DMBC, DMM, and random forest methods

  Test data set[^a^](#ngtab1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Classification accuracy (AUC)[^b^](#ngtab1.2){ref-type="table-fn"}           
  ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- ---------------
  IBS at the genus level (157 genera)                  0.809                                                                0.718   0.741 (0.005)
  IBS at the OTU level (6,011 OTUs)                    0.78                                                                 0.672   0.643 (0.008)
  NAFLD at the genus level (120 genera)                0.684                                                                0.686   0.621 (0.006)
  NAFLD at the OTU level (4,287 OTUs)                  0.709                                                                0.626   0.680 (0.004)

For each test data set, the taxonomic level (genus- or species-level OTU) andthe number of features (i.e., the number of genera or OTUs) are indicated.

The classification accuracies, computed with leave-one-out cross validation, are represented by the AUC values for each classifier. Since the results of the random forest method are affected in its intrinsic random generation of the decision trees, we repeated each random forest classification three times and reported averages with the corresponding standard deviations in parentheses.

![ROC curves for the three classifiers being compared using the IBS and NAFLD data sets at both the genus and OTU levels.](sph0061724320001){#fig1}

In addition to the IBS and NAFLD data sets, we have also attempted to compare DMBC and DMM with an additional published human microbiome data set, the colorectal carcinoma (CC) data set (SRA accession no. [SRP000383](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/SRP000383)) consisting of microbiota from 90 carcinoma samples and 95 healthy controls ([@B14]). There are 211 genera in the CC data set. For the genus-level CC data set, the AUC value of DMBC is higher than that of DMM: 0.78 for DMBC and 0.73 for DMM. There are 40,007 species-level OTUs in the CC data set. Despite the large number of OTUs, DMBC finished computation in about 3 days and obtained an AUC value of 0.96. However, for the same OTU-level data set, we had to terminate DMM, as it could not finish computation after 3 months, to prevent any further delay of the completion of this study. It is unclear why DMM has trouble with the OTU-level CC data set. We speculate that it is due to the large number of OTUs, which presents a challenge for its optimization algorithm for complicated parameter estimations. In contrast, the automatic feature selection function of our DMBC method significantly reduced the number of OTUs in the DM model from 40,007 OTUs in the original data set to a final subset of 22 signature OTUs with the maximum capability to discriminate diseased and healthy microbiome samples.

Since DMBC simultaneously identifies a subset of taxa that are the most significant in discriminating healthy and diseased microbiome samples, this may potentially provide valuable biological insights on the difference between a healthy and diseased microbiome. For example, the genera *Dialister* and *Bifidobacterium* were identified by DMBC as signature bacteria from the IBS data sets, which is consistent with previous results by Jeffery et al. ([@B15]), showing that both genera were significantly different in IBS patients and healthy controls. Similarly, the genera *Alistipes* and *Prevotella* were identified by DMBC as signature bacteria from the NAFLD data sets, which is consistent with the previous results by Jiang et al. ([@B16]), showing that both genera were significantly different between NAFLD patients and healthy controls.

We recognize that our current method relies on the maximum likelihood approach in order to estimate parameters for the DM models. Although our method achieves higher accuracy than the available DMM method, we plan to explore the full Bayesian method in the future for parameter estimation to further improve our software, especially when we need to integrate other medical data in addition to the microbiome data for the disease diagnosis.

In summary, we have developed a new Bayes classifier based upon the DM distribution with automatic feature selection, which provides an important option for researchers to use microbial compositions for disease diagnosis. For clinical application, additional work is required to improve the classification accuracy, but DMBC provides an alternative option on further improving Bayes classifiers for microbiome data sets. The DMBC is implemented in R ([@B17]), which is freely available at <https://github.com/qunfengdong/DMBC> under the GNU General Public License.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s2}
=====================

The DM distribution ([@B8], [@B9], [@B18]) is defined as $$P(\mathbf{s};N,\mathbf{p}) = \frac{N!}{\Pi_{t = 1}^{T}\, s_{t}!}\Pi_{t = 1}^{T}\,{p_{t}}^{s_{t}}$$ where *T* is the total number of microbial taxa (i.e., the number of categories) identified from the sequencing, *N* is the total number of sequence reads (i.e., *N* independent trials); ***s*** = (*s*~1~, ..., *s*~*t*~), representing the number of sequence reads corresponding to each individual category of microbial taxon *t*, satisfying $N = \sum\limits_{t = 1}^{T}\, s_{t}$; and ***p*** = (*p*~1~,*...*, *p*~*t*~), representing the probabilities that a randomly selected sequence belongs to a microbial taxon *t*, satisfying $\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{T}\, p_{t} = 1$. The parameters for the DM distributions in [equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be estimated from input data by using maximum likelihood approaches ([@B9], [@B19], [@B20]). We use the R package *dirmult* ([@B19]) for estimating the DM parameters from the training data sets. Once the DM parameters are estimated for different categories of samples (e.g., healthy and disease categories), Bayes' theorem can be applied as follows $$\text{Pr}(C|M) = \text{Pr}(M|C)\text{Pr}(C)/\text{Pr}(M)$$ where Pr(*C* \| *M*) is the posterior probability that observed microbiome data, *M* (i.e., the observed number of sequence reads for each microbial taxon), belongs to a particular category, *C*, e.g., a disease category; Pr(*M* \| *C*) is the likelihood of observing the microbiome data *M* if it was derived from the category *C*; Pr(C) is the prior probability of category *C*, e.g., the prevalence of the disease in the general public based on previous knowledge. The likelihood Pr(*M* \| *C*) can be computed once the DM parameters (i.e., *p*) are estimated for the category *C* from the training data sets using [equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"} as described above. Pr(M) is the marginal distribution of the microbiome data *M* to be classified. This can be calculated based on the law of total probability as the summation of the product of likelihoods and prior probabilities of all the categories, i.e., $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}\text{Pr}(M\,|\, C_{i})\text{Pr}\left( C_{i} \right)$ for *m* total categories in which the microbiome data set *M* is derived from. In the simplest case, there are only two categories (i.e., *m* = 2): healthy (*C*~1~) and diseased (*C*~2~).

The overview of the DMBC method is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Users start by providing a training data set consisting of two categories of data, e.g., disease and healthy microbial compositions. Typically, 16S rRNA gene sequencing is used in microbiome studies for characterizing bacterial community compositions. Bioinformatic software such as mothur ([@B21]) and QIIME ([@B22]) can be used for either classifying 16S rRNA gene sequence reads at various taxonomic levels or clustering highly similar 16S rRNA gene sequences into species-level operational taxonomic units (OTUs). Our current implementation focuses on binary classification (i.e., disease versus healthy). Each training data set contains the label (e.g., healthy or diseased sample) and taxon abundance (e.g., the number of 16S sequence reads corresponding to each bacterial taxa in each microbiome sample). A common practice in microbiome analysis is to perform subsampling to ensure that the sequencing depth is equal among different samples. However, subsampling is not necessary for DMBC, which works for taxa frequency based on either the original sequencing depth or subsampled sequence data, and classification results are similar (data not shown).

![Overview of the DMBC method. A major characteristic of our method is to automatically select a subset of microbial taxa that may achieve the highest classification accuracy (i.e., feature selection). See Materials and Methods for details.](sph0061724320002){#fig2}

The next step of the DMBC algorithm is to perform the Mann-Whitney U test to compare the abundance of each taxon between the two categories of samples. In a future study, we will explore using parametric-distribution-based regression methods (e.g., negative binomial regression) to replace the Mann-Whitney U test in the DMBC algorithm. The advantage of regression methods includes the potential of taking covariates (e.g., age and gender) into consideration, although the checking of model fit is required and is not always practical to automate for a large number of taxa. On the other hand, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test is more robust, since it does not assume any particular distribution for the taxon abundance. The Mann-Whitney U test has also been shown, by the popular LEfSe program ([@B23]), to successfully identify microbial taxa as biomarkers whose abundances are significantly different between different categories of microbiome samples. In addition, although parametric models have the potential of producing more accurate *P* values if the models really fit the data, the absolute quantities of the *P* values are not critical for the DMBC algorithm. DMBC simply uses the *P* values to rank the taxa for feature selection instead of for traditional statistical hypothesis testing. Additionally, as described below, the importance of each taxon (i.e., feature selection) will be evaluated using cross-validation; therefore, multiple test correction of the *P* values is not necessary.

The taxa are ranked according to their *P* values from the smallest to the largest. The feature selection is an iterated process as follows. In the first round, the abundance of the taxon with the smallest *P* value is saved, and the abundances of all other taxa are merged together. In other words, the original taxon abundance data set is reduced to a new two-column data set, in which the first column corresponds to the abundance of the taxon with the smallest *P* value and the second column corresponds to the merged abundance of all the other taxa. Then, the leave-one-out cross-validation is performed with this new data set, and its area under the ROC curve (AUC) value is recorded. The rationale behind the first round of the process is to examine how effectively the taxon with the smallest *P* value can be used for the classification purpose. In the next round, the abundances of the two taxa with the smallest *P* value and the second-smallest *P* value are saved individually, and the abundances of all other taxa are merged, i.e., a new three-column data set for obtaining its AUC value. The purpose of the second round of process is to examine classification effectiveness based on the above two selected taxa. This process is iterated until the abundances of all of the taxa whose *P* values are smaller than a threshold (default is 0.5) are saved individually, and AUC values are recorded for each round of the iteration. The set of the individually saved taxa with the highest AUC values is then selected as the most important group of taxa (i.e., signature taxa) for estimating the final parameters of the DM distribution using all the training data sets. The classification of new microbiome samples is obtained by simply calculating the posterior probability using [equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"} based on the final DM distributions.

The following two real-world microbiome data sets, selected on the basis of the availability of the raw sequences and metadata, were used for evaluating the classification accuracy of the three classifiers: (i) the nonalcoholic fatty liver diseases (NAFLD) data set (SRA accession no. [SRP041721](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/SRP041721)) consisting of fecal microbiota from 53 NAFLD patients and 32 healthy controls ([@B16]) and (ii) the irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) data set (provided by Paul O'Toole via personal communication) consisting of fecal microbiota from 37 IBS patients and 20 healthy controls ([@B15]). For testing purposes, we followed the same procedure used in the original DMM publication to estimate the prior probability of each category from the training data sets, i.e., the relative frequency of each category in the entire training data set. It is important to note that users of our DMBC package have the option to specify the prior probabilities based on previous research results, e.g., the disease prevalence information.

The 16S sequences from the two above data sets were processed by the mothur package (version 1.37.4) to remove low-quality and chimeric sequences by following mothur's standard operating procedures with default parameters (<http://www.mothur.org>). Species-level OTUs were clustered based on the commonly used 97% similarity cutoff. Genus-level taxonomic classification was performed using the RDP Classifier (version 2.11) ([@B24]) with the default cutoff value of 0.8 on the high-quality 16S sequences from each sample.
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